
OLEOTYPIE ( OILPRINT). 

	 A gelatin sheet dipped into a solution of bichromate of potassium or ammonium, 
then dried in the darkness, submitted then to the action of UV under a negative, 
underwent certain modifications and acquired certain properties. If we plunge it into the 
water, we notice that the parts protected by the opacities of the negative absorb the 
water and swell, that the insolées parts under the transparencies of the negative absorb 
little or no water and do not swell. On the other hand, if, on this coat, whose surface we 
beforehand pressed, we cross a brush in charge of ink line-engraving then, we notice that 
on reliefs, where the light did not act, the swollen gelatin pushes away the ink, where in 
hollows, where the light acted, the ink settles and lives as snatched by the gelatin.


	 Here is the basic principle of this process dating the end of XIX, at the beginning of 
XX ème century and very used by the movement of pictorialistes as Heinrich Kühn in 
Germany, Constant Puyo and Robert Demachy in France, Léonard Misonne in Belgium.


	 At first, in the measure or you have or you can again get yourselves of the 
bichromate of potassium or ammonium, I advise you to begin this process with some 
paper as Fomabrom Variant 112. It is one of cheaper in baryta papers on surface matte. It 
is important to choose a paper on surface matte, because with the brilliant papers, the ink 
does not hold, even after drying.


	 You need a negative black and white with the size of the final edition. Either you 
use an argentic negative stemming from a camera, or you prepare a digital negative. This 
negative has to have good gaps from density and a good contrast so that it is easily 
exploitable.


	 You prepare the sensitizing with a 3 % proportion. The ideal is to have a spare 
solution to 9 %. It is necessary to you to dilute slowly the bichromate at the rate of 9 
grams of bichromate in crystals in a volume of water of 91 grams of water what will give 
you a spare solution of 100 grams of orange yellow liquid to keep in a dark glass flask 
and shielded from the light. Put a dust mask, gloves in latex to make this mixture. The 
bichromate is dangerous for the man. From this solution mother to 9 % you prepare a 
quantity of sensitizing diluted in 3 %. If you take 3 drops of bichromate, add 6 drops of 
water. For example, leave on a base of 12 + 24 drops for a size(format) of 20 x 20 
centimeters. To spread sensitizing obtained, use a wire-haired brush by having him(it) 
beforehand casting anchor with some water. Cover the paper by crossing the 
brushstrokes. It is necessary to obtain a beautiful surface of orangy yellow color. If the 
color is not uniform, not redone a little of sensitizing in 3 % and fill the lacks. Let dry the 
paper made sensitive in a very dark place or in a darkness. In a temperature of 20°C, it is 
necessary to count approximately 3 hours. You can accelerate the drying with a ventilator 
with cold air.


	 Once dry, arrange the negative directly on the paper and place in a frame press(is 
urgent). It is imperative that the negative is stuck well to the paper so that the image is 
clear.




	 Expose under UV. Naturally, we can expose to the sun but the time of exposure 
must be rather precise. That is why, it's better to use an UV bench or at least a sun lamp. 
To have an order of idea of the time of exposure, I use a bench with 4 UV tubes and I 
expose between 45 seconds and one minute and 15 seconds. A friend exposes with a 
sun lamp and exposes near 6 minutes. According to what you will use, it will be 
necessary to you to make tests to prop up your times of exposure. By removing the 
negative, we have to see clearly the positive image, the shadows being of light brown 
color.


	 Once exposed, plunge the paper into a basin with some cold water. Leave the 
paper in the water during at least one hour. Empty the water in a bowl, especially not in 
sewers. Rinse once again, the yellow color has to disappear. Let dry the paper. The 
rinsing water must be neutralized by adding it some sulphite of sodium. A quantity of 
sulphite of sodium equal to the quantity of bichromate reduces the chromium 6 to 
chromium 3 which can be then emptied in sewers.


	 Do not forget to put gloves during all the manipulations of the bichromate.


	 When your print is dry, place again in a basin of hanging cold water 10 in 15 
minutes. All the surface has to be immersed well, without air bubbles on the surface of 
the paper. It would cause spots during the inking.


	 Remove the paper of the water, rest on a bed of blotting paper or newspaper 
paper. Wipe the surface of the print which is going to be inked. He does not have to 
remain of water on this surface.


	 In France, I use the ink line-engraving Charbonnel (http: //-www.charbonnelshop.fr/
gravure-sur-metal/encres-taille-douce/encre-taille-douce noir size - soft - 200ml-
noir-55981.html)


	 This ink is rather flexible. In the process Oléotypie, it is necessary to begin the 
inking with a hard ink and to end with an a little more flexible ink. That is why I mix of the 
Black pure mineral pigment Furnace de Gerstaecker with a little ink. I mix well, on a glass 
or porcelain hard surface, until obtain a rather dry homogeneous mixture.


	 Otherwise, as hard ink, the ink 55985 Charbonnel is excellent. Only concerns, it is 
because it is sold only in 200 ml and not in tube of 60 ml. If you want to use this ink as 
hard ink, you can prop up your time of exposure with. That is if the ink does not hold, it is 
because the time of exposure is too long.


	 Take a little this hard ink with a brush, tap the brush on the glass or the china to 
distribute well the ink on the hairs of the brush.


	 Inking the print by beginning with the main plan. When this plan seems correct, 
widen the inking in the other plans.


Advises:


	 It is always necessary to begin with the hard ink because it is it who will give the 
depth. Then, we use more flexible ink for the finish.




	 An overexposed print will not accept the hard ink and the whites will be difficult to 
clean. It's better to have a sub-exposed print which will accept the hard ink. With a little 
of experience, the determination of the time of exposure will be easy and a light on or 
underexposure will be easily recoverable by softening the hard ink according to the 
inking.


Movement of the brush:


	 It is necessary to tap softly, flexibility of the wrist and to use the elasticity of hairs. It 
is necessary to keep in mind that the gelatin is a fragile product when it is wet. Papers 
photo industrialists have on surface an anti-abrasion layer which makes them more 
resistant. On the other hand, if we prepare oneself his paper, the layer of gelatin is not 
protected what makes it particularly fragile.


	 One of the major errors is to take too much ink with the brush. If we put down too 
much ink all at once on the paper, it is difficult to remove the surplus and it creates 
nuances. That is why, whether it is with the hard ink but more still with the flexible ink, it is 
necessary to display it in very thin layer over its pallet of preparation and to take only a 
minimum on the brush. Then, we tap the brush on the pallet so as to distribute well the 
ink on all the hairs of the brush. The inking will be there amply facilitated.


	 Everybody has not a practice so, but I find that to dip 1 or 2 minutes the paper 
between every inking, by wiping carefully the water on the surface of the paper allows an 
easier inking because the gelatin remains very wet.


	 Here are two tricks to clean the whites:

The gum breadcrumbs a brush with flexible hairs and some water which we walk on the 
paper in places to be cleared up.


The color:


	 It is completely practicable. There is fat ink of color. The inking is much more 
delicate because they are very flexible. It is necessary to find compatible pigments with 
ink to harden them. Otherwise, the soft pastel is possible but my preference of moment 
goes to the watercolor.


To you to try.


